
Elegant horse back riding equestrian helmets, horse riding hats
AU-E06

The specification of horse rider hat
Product name Equestrian helmet
Model number AU-E06
Material ABS Shell + EPS Liner + Velvet Padding

Head circumference XXS-S(51-55cm); S-M(55-57cm); M-L(57-59cm);L-XL(59-61cm)   
Patented rotating dial adjustment, up & down adjusting

Logo custom Metallic sticker, plating logo
Master carton size 70.5*31.5*55.5CM
Packaging Cloth bag + color box
Fearture Unisex/ All Ages/ VG1 Approval/ Different versions

E06 horse riding helmet Main Features

Elegant & Low-profile Design
   18 vents with concise design, really beautiful

Progressive Body Structure
   Quality ABS shell + EVA liner + Washable padding

CE VG1 Certificate
   Verified head protection

Experience the Customization
   Matt ABS effect, suede coverage, Spark coverage, Sparkle paillette coverage

The detail pictures of horse riding hats
Elegant Riding Helmet With Much Distinctiveness
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Aurora Sports horse E06 riding helmets offer a streamlined & low profile look! Refuse unsightly exterior,
we bring in hidden-type airflow systems which mean you get substantial ventilation without destroying the
beauty! These upscale VG1 riding helmets are increasingly popular in all disciplines.

Elegant sparkle horse back riding equestrian helmet
Elegant & slim design are two shining spots! Besides glossy or matte finish, we also provide waterproof &
fadeproof suede exterior for your choice! Leather harness, velvet chin strap & reliable dial fitting system
are all equipped for a luxury riding moment.



Elegant sparkle horse back riding equestrian helmet
E06 fitted padding provides comfortable wearing experience, no more headaches or skin problems. The
padding inside memory foam won't break down even after a long time use. Removable & washable lining
guarantee that every ride is new & fresh!Elegant sparkle horse back riding equestrian helmetE06 has 4
sizes covers kids size to adult size, from man to woman. It has elegant matt finish version, deluxe suede
version as well as star dust spark version. It's worthy of the most popular Equestrian helmet of 2017 made
in China.



Elegant sparkle horse back riding equestrian helmets
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Packagaing information 
Items per Carton: 9 Pieces/Carton 
Package Measurements: Carton size: 67*31.5*52.5CM 
Gross Weight: 4.50 kg 
Package Type: 1PCS/cloth bag wth color box, 9 PCS PER BROWN CARTON

The head circumference knowledge of equestrian helmet:
European Headform:
An Oval shaped helmet is designed for a rider's head with a dimension which is considerably fit for
Europeans. 
Generic headform:
A generic headform helmet is designed for a rider's head with a dimension which is slightly longer front-to-
back than its side-to-side measurement.
Asian headform:
A Round shaped helmet is designed for a rider's head with a dimension which is condierably fit for Asians.



Our Test lab:
Even though we have considered every necessary elements to enhance the body structure in design, but
we still use the professional equipment to inspect every aspects of our product! Our advanced in-house
testing lab was built according to EN1078, EN397, EN12492,EN1384, VG1 CPSC, etc. testing requirements.
Before our mass production or send it to third-party testing organization, we check the quality ourselves &
make sure they are qualified!

Certification:
Below is our certificate :we have ISO9001 ,letters patent ,CE documents ,and we have our own lab to make
sure every our product can meet the testing requirements



The helmet production procedure is as below:
silk screen → PC blister tooling → PC blister manufacture → Trimming dug hole → EPS raw material by
different density → EPS in-mold tooling → helmet in-mold workshop → in-mold machines → in-mold
tooling → in-mold producing process → semi-finished in-mold helmet → IQC inspection → helmet
grinding → inner padding production → plastic injection workshop → assembly line →inside
labeling → packing → warehouse → installed counters.



Why choose us? 
----because we have so many advantages 
Quality: with strict quality management system and first-class products 
OEM&ODM: We can provide OEM and ODM service for customers 
R&D team: With professional and strong technical development team 
Price: We have our own production line, to reduce the price to a minimum 
Patent: We constantly introduce patented technology products 
Service: Perfect after-sales service, so customer satisfaction



We have over 24 years experience of handling project that we can make true your ideas with just simply
information ,what you need is just let us know what you want ,and we’ll open hand mold for your reference
,once we got the final confirm of the design we can make 3D scanning then to processing the molding .



The delivery express:
Internatioanl express, air freight & sea transportation are all can be well arranged here! You can pick every
possible transportation that you want & we will do our best to assist you! We have already built a long-
term relationship with different shipping companies & shipping agent, all our efforts aim at providing you
the best shipping experience! Choose us, it will be easy to keep the helmets safe all the time!
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